TOLEDO POLICE DEPARTMENT
INVESTIGATIVE SERVICES DIVISION
PRESS RELEASE

DATE OF INCIDENT 4/15/2000
TIME OF INCIDENT 1400
LOCATION 2471 1/2 ROBINWOOD
VICTIM LOGAN, Chrishana B/F age 19 (At time of Murder)
ARRESTED/CHARGED MARSHALL, Kenneth B/M age 54 (Currently)
CHARGE MURDER

NARRATIVE
On 4/15/00, officers were dispatched to 2471 ½ Robinwood on a deceased person. Officers arrived and located the victim, Chrishana Logan. Logan was pronounced dead at the scene. An autopsy was performed and the cause of death was determined to be strangulation. Logan had also been raped. On 4/16/00, Izell Brown, Logan's boyfriend, was arrested and charged with Murder. DNA evidence that had been collected at the scene was submitted to BCI. The DNA was examined and was found not to be from Brown. The charges were dismissed against Brown. The case was unsolved.

On 10/25/05, the DNA from the Logan homicide/rape was matched with two unsolved rapes that also occurred in Toledo in 2000. Although the DNA matched, no suspect was identified.

On 1/4/21, BCI notified the Toledo Police-Lucas County Prosecutor's Office Cold Case Task Force that a CODIS hit was discovered for the three connected cases. The DNA from the CODIS hit belonged to Kenneth Marshall.

On 1/14/21, Marshall was indicted for the murder/rape of Logan and the two other rapes.

On 1/15/21, Marshall was taken into custody by the Hammond Police Department in Indiana. Members of the Cold Case Unit, who had been working with the Hammond Police Department, interviewed Marshall after his arrest in Indiana. Marshall is awaiting extradition back to Toledo, OH.

Anyone with information is asked to call Crimestopper.

Lieutenant Daniel Gerken
Toledo Police Department
Investigative Services
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